INSTRUCTION AND CONSTRUCTION GUIDE
Quick start tips
You can put the rails in the way you want. Before starting your car,
make sure that the batteries are correctly installed, then press the
button on the car. Before using your circuit, leave it for a moment
in the light so that it shines in the dark.

Roller Coaster
Ever wanted to build your own roller coaster?
With Amazing Tracks, become the engineer! Use house objects to build
climbs, descents and curves to create the circuit of your dreams!

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:
Assembly instructions
Installing the car batteries
 Remove the battery compartment cover located under the car with a
screwdriver (not supplied).
 Insert 2 x 1.5V AAA batteries (not supplied) into the battery
compartment.
 To check that the batteries are correctly installed, press the button on
the car and make sure the wheels turn and the LEDs come on.
Circuit construction
 Take 2 pieces of rail and align the top tabs with the bottom ones.
 Assemble them by pushing until you hear a «click».
Continue until you get the length you want.
 Gives the shape you want by simply turning the rails in different
directions.
 Terminate your circuit by assembling the ends.

Customize your circuit
Once you understand how your circuit works, here are some
ideas to improve it:
Car racing
Divide the Amazing Tracks rails in half and build two straight lines.
Place a car on each circuit and go! The first arrival has won!
Construction race
Build your Amazing Tracks as you wish. Disconnect the circuit at three
different locations. Put your car on the circuit and turn it on.
The goal is to rebuild the circuit before the car reaches the broken section.
Hurry to avoid the accident!
Race of the extreme
Disconnects part of the circuit, builds a ramp by placing books and DVD
boxes under the circuit. Then, turn on your car and admire it make your
show and fly away! Construct other obstacles all along the circuit for an
even more sensational race.

Keep these instructions with the device and read them carefully.
The responsible adult must ensure that the child understands
the risks and uses the toy safely.
If a part is broken, stop using it because there is a risk of injury.
CAUTION: Not suitable for children under 3 years old.
Small elements, danger of suffocation. This toy must be mounted
by an adult. A responsible adult must put the batteries in place.
A screw is unscrewed to access the battery compartment. Use AAA
batteries (x2). Remove the batteries as soon as they are worn out.
The terminals of a battery or accumulator must not be short-circuited.
Batteries or accumulators must be put in place respecting the polarity.
Batteries should not be recharged. Do not use new and used batteries in
the product at the same time. Accumulators must be charged only under
the control of an adult. Used batteries or accumulators must be removed
from the toy. The different types of batteries or accumulators or new or
used batteries or accumulators must not be mixed.
Accumulators must be removed from the toy before being charged.
Do not look directly into the beam of the light-emitting diodes.
Do not dispose of scrap electrical and electronic products with household
waste. Carry out their recycling by depositing them in suitable collectors,
in the dump, or at the point of sale. Please sort the packaging materials:
plastic jets, cardboard, paper and polystyrene for recycling.
This toy complies with the requirements of the relevant
European regulations.
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